MARQUES HAYES
64 Camden Knoll
Dallas, GA 30157
Email: mlhayes20@gmail.com
Phone number: 770-255-9049

EDUCATION:

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
Bachelor of Arts in Geography July 2012

CAREER OBJECTIVE:

To obtain a position analyzing data for geographic information systems and
providing cartographic and GIS services.

EXPERIENCE:
1/2012 to 4/2012

Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park

Kennesaw, GA

Cartographer
Designed and produced maps utilizing ArcGIS software. Created and update map projects; Completed project work
as requested and, produced maps.
Cartography skills were an asset during the internship. One particular skill was the use ArcGIS. A willingness to
learn also allowed for standing out. Skills acquired during the internship included the use of GPS software and its
units. Skills brought to the table as well as acquired skills aided in designing an environmental trail map and a new
park map. The park ranger commented that the new park map was the most accurate he had seen.
Experience of recent in using ESRI’s ArcGIS software; training in ESRI GIS software applications; or related work
experience at the local government level
1/2011 to 5/2012

ISRS at Kennesaw State University

Kennesaw, GA

Student Assistant
Answering phone calls, created bulletin boards, assisted students with questions ranging from scholarships to
student visas, made copies and putting together pamphlets, assisting in enforcing the rules of the International
Student Retention Services.
Aspects that allowed for standing out as a student assistant were creativity and taking initiative. Helping students
was a required duty. The aspect of taking initiative included walking a student to that specific building, as oppose to
merely mentioning the location. Creating bulletin boards is where the aspect of creativity stood out. The themes
chosen were world events and facts about different nations. Creativity was also used in making and presenting a
PowerPoint slide show regarding the subject of geography.
OTHER SKILLS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
-Experience using Microsoft Office Applications.
-Experience with ERDAS Imagine, GPS, ArcGIS, and Adobe Illustrator
-Familiar with geographic analyses, tables, and graphics,

